cuccoo - Built-in furniture for wall installation

cuccoo

Sanitärtechnik

the bathroom furniture series with smart space-saving solutions

•
•
•
•

Can be installed in the front wall
Extensive design selection
Variety of cabinet sizes and formats
Also combinable with front wall systems of other manufacturers

CUCCOO
Built-in furniture for wall installation

In a surprisingly elegant way, the cuccoo bathroom furniture series create extra storage space for all those things that need to find
a discreet place in a tidy bathroom. They can not only be mounted on a wall, but also inserted in unused cavities of a front wall
installation. Only glass doors, double mirror or wood finish are visible then.
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Indispensable things that would disturb the
overall picture in the aesthetics disappear discreetly
behind the wall.
For example, the built-in cabinet with integrated
toilet brush set provides extra space for spare
toilet paper rolls.

CUCCOO
Built-in furniture for wall installation

Embedded flush with the wall, the furniture body disappears
into the so-called front wall, a hollow wall projection,
which the installer needed there to install pipes and connections
as well as flush-mounted cisterns and instantaneous
water heaters.
A front wall installation is a very clean and fast method
because the specialist plumbers here need not mortise
slots in existing walls for water pipes.
The front wall is made using Burda SANTRO, an industrially
pre-fabricated installation system consisting of support frames
and plasterboards that are fitted in front of the bathroom's
masonry wall.

Thanks to Burda cuccoo, pipes can belaid and discreet storage
space gained in this concealed cavity between masonry
and the artificial wall. In addition, the built-in cabinets offer
the further advantage of extra inspection openings: As the
cabinets can be easily removed, the installer now also has a
possibility later to reach the cables and components laid behind
the tiles without having to knock off the same.
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Cabinet sizes / formats

20 x 60 x 19 cm

20 x 60 x 19 cm

30 x 60 x 19 cm

40 x 60 x 19 cm

3x

2x

2x

20 cm

3x

20 cm

40 cm

30 cm

90 x 60 x 19 cm

30 x 120 x 19 cm

30 x 180 x 19 cm
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60 x 60 x 19 cm

CUCCOO
Built-in furniture for wall installation

Built-in furniture

Built-in furniture

prepaired for a flow heater

e. g. with a toilet brush

Design features
Door and carcase décors
The above materials and wood finishes are available for
doors.
Please note that the pattern printed here may not match
the actual colours and finishes due to technical reasons.
Therefore, get your installer or interior designer to show
you the original materials and decorative patterns.

The handle-less glass or double mirror doors made of laminated
safety glass (LSG) have glued special tapes.

The handle-less doors in lacquer or wood finish are supplied
with cushioned concealed hinges that ensure a soft closing
of the door.
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White lacquer
Satin finish

Mirror

Laminated safety glass
white

Lacquer
in RAL-colours

This is how you put together your cabinet ...
1. First, select the cabinet size:

Cabinet sizes
20 x 60 x 19

60 x 60 x 19

30 x 60 x 19
90 x 60 x 19

2. Select the door finish:

40 x 60 x 19
30 x 120 x 19

30 x 180 x 19

Door
Türdekore
finishes

White lacquer
Satin finish

Mirror

Laminated
safety glass*
white

Lacquer
in RAL-colours

* LSG glass not available for cabinet with toilet brush

Note: An adapter is not needed when using the Burda system SANTRO.
All other systems require, depending on the design of the cabinet, one of the following adapters:
50 CW profile, Geberit GIS*, Viega Steptec*, TECEprofile*, MEPA Varivit*
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*Registered trademarks of each previously mentioned company
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Herbert Burda GmbH
Krefelder Straße 87
40549 Düsseldorf
Tel. +49 211 9 5001-0
Fax. +49 211 50 0575
www.burda-online.com

